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ABSTRACT

A human genetic tree was constructed by Cavalli-Sforza and his colleagues in 1988 within an evolutionary framework. It 
is of interest to creation scientists because it appears to show a correspondence between certain inherited (genetic) charac
teristics of population groups and the languages spoken by those groups. In this critique the genetic and linguistic aspects 
are examined from a creationist viewpoint. Creation scientists would agree with certain assumptions on which the tree is 
based. This tree however, suffers from the weaknesses inherent in any attempt to interpret past, unique events, and from 
insufficient data, of necessity selectively chosen according to the dictates of the models used. The critique concludes with 
a list of points of particular significance to creation scientists.

THE GENETIC TREE: WHAT IT IS

Cavalli-Sforza and his colleagues developed a ge
netic tree within the evolutionary framework which ap
pears to indicate that there is a correlation between the 
inherited (genetic) characteristics of certain population 
groups and the languages they speak. It was published in 
the article, ‘Reconstruction of human evolution: Bringing 
together genetic, archaeological and linguistic data’, in 
the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 
USA, in August 1988. It showed relationships between 
different human populations and was linked with ar
chaeological and linguistic data.1 (See Table 1.)

This work has particular interest for creationists 
because the biblical revelation speaks of the relationships 
which exist between race and language.

Is this genetic tree in agreement with the biblical reve
lation? Can it be used to further our knowledge of the 
ways in which the human race spread throughout the 
world?

THE GENETIC ASPECT OF THE TREE

Cavalli-Sforza recognizes that all human races are in
timately related. For instance,

‘. . . the genes for enzymes are similar in different 
populations. The same seems to be true of all the other 
genes we can analyse, for example the substances that 
account for the various blood groups: A, B, AB, O and

so on.’2

Similarities between populations suggest that they are 
all descended from a single ancestral population. On the 
basis of archaeological evidence this population is pre
sumed to have existed in Africa.

Nevertheless there are differences. The degree of dif
ference in certain genes which exists between populations 
has been measured and forms the basis upon which the 
tree is built.

POINTS OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
CREATIONISTS AND EVOLUTIONISTS

Creationists would agree that present day humanity 
has come from a single population, while disagreeing 
about its geographical point of origin. That population, 
the Bible tells us, consisted of eight people — Noah, his 
wife, his three sons, and their wives. Their ancestry can 
be traced further back, arriving at the first man and 
woman, Adam and Eve. Such a common ancestry and 
gene pool adequately explains the tremendous similarities 
which exist between human populations the world over.

Creationists would also agree that differences exist 
both within and between populations and that it is possible 
to measure them. Changes in the inherited material 
(known as mutations) have occurred; and populations 
have been exposed to the processes of natural selection. 
This accords with the revelation that God’s creation 
(including human beings) has been spoiled due to Adam’s 
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disobedience, and is no longer perfect.

IS IT POSSIBLE FOR CREATIONISTS 
TO USE THE GENETIC TREE?

With such a degree of agreement is it possible for 
creationists to use the genetic tree?

It must be remembered that a person’s world view 
affects his assumptions, inferences from and approaches 
to the data. Transpositions from one framework to 
another should be carried out with the utmost caution. 
Because the genetic tree was developed within the evolu
tionary framework it cannot be used automatically by 
creationists. The biases of the two thought systems are in
compatible.

It must be recognized that the only firm conclusions 
which can be drawn from the data used to generate the 
genetic tree concern the present. For instance, these data 
show that
(a) genetic differences exist between populations.
(b) these differences vary in size and can be measured. 

To go beyond this and relate the data to the past,
certain assumptions and inferences about unique past 
events must be made. Cavalli-Sforza and his colleagues 
have recognized and openly discussed them, particularly 
in the journal, Evolution.3 It is important that they be 
given thoughtful consideration.

Are such assumptions and inferences valid? Creation 
scientists have always pointed out the great difficulties 
involved in interpreting the past. The genetic tree suffers 
from all the weaknesses inherent in using such a proce
dure.

THE EVOLUTIONARY MODEL USED

Cavalli-Sforza is very conscious that 
‘. . . the validity of the derived evolutionary tree will 
be strongly dependent on the correctness of the evo
lutionary model used as the basis for estimation.’4 
The correctness of a model is limited he says, be

cause:
(a) ‘. . . the dynamics of evolution is not fully under

stood.’
(b) ‘. . . the values of some parameters (such as selective 

coefficients) are unknown, or known with low accu
racy.’

(c) ‘. . . there are mathematical and technical limitations 
as to how complex the model can be.’5

The model which was used postulated 
‘. . . that populations undergo fissions repeatedly 
over the course of time, dividing into two sub-popula
tions that continue evolving independently after split
ting and that may later split again.’6 
Assumptions and inferences used in the model in

clude:
(a) all humans have a common ancestry.

(b) no population becomes extinct.
(c) at each split daughter populations are both identical to 

their parents.
(d) each population is independent of every other one.
(e) the rate of evolution in human beings (that is, the rate 

of genetic change) has been constant throughout 
human history.

(f) the greater the differences between populations the 
longer they have been separated. Thus, those popu
lations with large differences in inherited material 
(DNA) are not as closely related as those which show 
smaller differences, and separated from each other 
later in time. Such an inference allows the construc
tion of the different branches.

SOME PROBLEMS WITH THE MODEL

1. Constant rate of change
The major assumption without which the tree could 

not have been generated is (e) — the rate of evolution in 
human beings (that is, the rate of genetic change) has been 
constant throughout human history.

But has the rate of genetic change been constant? 
Any one of a number of factors 
‘. . . can disrupt the correlation of time and differ
ence —natural selection, convergence, rapid genetic 
drift in small populations.’7

‘Populations that are or were of small size for long 
periods or that went through one or more severe 
demographic bottlenecks are affected by strong ge
netic drift and may show artificially long branches.’8 
‘The fact is that we do not know enough about how 
natural selection affects most of the genes we study.’9 
Even had there been a significant increase in such 

knowledge in the intervening period it would make no dif
ference to the problem in hand. The ways in which natural 
selection operates at the present time give no guarantee 
that this has always been so.

Cavalli-Sforza has tried to minimize the problem by 
avoiding as much ‘as possible the use of individual popu
lations’, pooling them as much as possible ‘with others of 
similar origin’10 and using various tests to determine 
whether the branches of the tree were due to populations 
of mixed origin.

Despite all the precautions taken to exclude or mini
mize factors which could cause the rate of genetic change 
to vary, there can be no guarantee that this objective has 
been achieved. This will become clear as the discussion 
proceeds.

2. Data choice affected by model
‘Selection of the present material was guided by the 
desire to study a representative sample of the world 
aboriginal populations, balancing the need to have as 
many genes as possible with the need to minimize the 
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number of gaps in the gene x population matrix.’11 
Of necessity the model used dictated the choice of 

data.

A. Genetic Data
The selection of genetic data was based on the follow

ing considerations:
(a) Undue pressure due to natural selection provides mis

leading information.
(b) ‘. . . the study of single genes is probably more useful 

for reconstructing a common ancestry than the study 
of superficial traits or of bone shape and size, which 
are probably the effects of many genes . . .’12

Both assumptions were used to exclude data relating 
to the many differences between the races visible to the 
human eye, such as

‘. . . color of the skin, the color and form of the hair 
and the gross morphology of the face, the eye folds, the 
nose and the lips.’

Although
‘It is highly likely that all these differences are deter
mined genetically . . .’13

(i) Cavalli-Sforza considered such differences were the 
result of undue selection pressure caused by climatic 
conditions. However, he considered that the argu
ments used to support this idea were
‘. . . embarrassingly vague’14

and
‘. . . far from being rigorously proved.’15 

Genetic data relating to these visible features can be 
excluded if the assumption of undue selection pressure 
caused by climatic adaptation is correct. It is possible to 
eliminate the use of genes such as the sickle-cell on which 
natural selection is currently operating. However, it is a 
different matter when it comes to assessing whether 
undue selection pressure has been exerted on genes in the 
past. A good case could be built for the inclusion of this 
material as further research makes it available. Such data 
could very well alter the genetic distances between popu
lations in a very significant way, and cause the resulting 
tree to be very different from the one under consideration.
(ii) These characteristics are not inherited in a simple 

way.
‘For example, where skin color is concerned there 
are at least four gene differences that contribute to 
variations in pigmentation,’16 
It is presumed that such data were also excluded on the 

grounds of complexity, the model used probably being 
unable to cope with the differences between the alleles of 
multiple genes controlling a single characteristic. There 
is no direct statement in the article by Cavalli-Sforza that 
this was the case, but it appears to be inferred.

B. Population Data
Forty two populations, representing the world abo

rigines were studied.
Seven African
Five American (natives)
Five Oceanian 
Six European
Nineteen Asian (including insular south-east Asia) 
Populations were required to

(i)   be aboriginal
(ii)  have little or no admixture
and were pooled geographically. When this

‘. . . gave rise to potential heterogeneity, an ethnolin
guistic criterion of classification was added. Six of the 
42 groups were formed on the basis of linguistic affin
ity.’17

In the case of these six groups, such a means of 
formation would, of course, have a direct bearing on the 
correlation with language phyla.

DATA USED TO GENERATE 
THE GENETIC TREE

The genetic tree18 (Table 1) was generated by average 
linkage analysis of 42 populations representing the world 
aborigines studied for 120 alleles (genes occur in differing 
forms known as alleles, as in Mendel’s round and 
wrinkled peas). ‘Classical’ genetic markers were used 
such as blood groups, enzymes, and serum proteins, the 
immunoglobulins and the HLA systems.

The population x gene matrix used to generate this 
tree had 23.7% gaps. Various statistical methods were 
used to reduce the effect of these gaps. It is very doubtful 
that data containing 23.7% gaps can be considered reli
able.

The tree shown is not the only one possible. At every 
split various possibilities were presented. The final form 
of the tree represents the choices made by Cavalli-Sforza 
and his colleagues. For instance,

‘. . . in 84 out of 100 bootstrap trees the first split sepa
rated from all other populations a cluster containing 
at least the four “core” African populations.’19 
No reference is given to which populations separated 

out in the remaining 16 possibilities. It should be noted 
however that Cavalli-Sforza and his colleagues consider 
all the earlier splits on the tree to be

‘. . . statistically significant by tests that will be de
scribed elsewhere.’20

TESTING THE ASSUMPTION OF 
CONSTANT RATE OF CHANGE

The method of average linkage analysis used to 
generate the tree was based on the assumption of constant 
rate of change for the genes studied.21 If this assumption 
is incorrect then the tree is invalid.

Two methods of testing this assumption were used: 
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‘. . . a test of internal consistency, by evaluation of the 
treeness with a procedure to be given in detail else
where, and a comparison with archaeological knowl
edge.’22

(a) by evaluation of treeness
A reference is given for the evaluation of treeness, but 

no indication given as to the results. Presumably they 
were considered satisfactory.

(b) by archaeology 
Cavalli-Sforza and his colleagues calculated the rate 

of genetic change G/T, where G is the genetic difference 
between two population groups and T is the time of their 
separation (see Table 2).23 Such calculations provide a 
means of testing the tree, providing the time of divergence 
can be accurately determined, as theoretically, G/T 
should be the same for each split in the tree. The generally 
accepted archaeological times of divergence were used. 
Later discussion shows that within the evolutionary 
framework itself there exists a great deal of uncertainty as 
to these dates, while creation scientists claim that the evo
lutionary framework provides dates that are in error.

Calculations based on archaeological times gave 
rates of genetic change (G/T) which were considered to lie 
within acceptable limits for three of the five calculated 
splits given.24

EXCEPTIONS TO CONSTANT 
RATE OF CHANGE IN TESTING

It is interesting that special pleading for a variable rate

of evolution is brought to bear upon those branches of the 
tree which do not fit with the generally recognized time 
scale; namely the split between N.E. Asians and the 
Amerinds, and that between the North Amerinds and 
Central and South Amerinds. In the first case the genetic 
distance is considered too large (the date required to give 
an acceptable G/T ratio being considered to be too early 
for the split), in the second too small. Gould states the 
position by saying that the genetic rates were probably not 
constant in the first instance cited above.25

Such an admission must open the door for doubt as to 
the validity of the remainder of the tree.

The date, 92 kyr, chosen for the split between Afri
cans and the rest of the world is also open to question. It 
gives a figure for G/T in agreement with two other splits 
and is based on recent analysis of human remains from the 
Qafzeh cave in Israel.

‘This is about twice as old as the very approximate 
previous results.’26

These previous dates would not have given G/T in line 
with the other two splits. Cavalli-Sforza, speaking of 
early human remains in Africa and the rest of the world,
says:

‘Naturally, considering the paucity of samples and 
the uncertainties in their dating, one cannot exclude 
the possibility that new archaeological discoveries 
may alter this picture.’27

The use of a time scale determined within an evolu
tionary framework does not give a consistently constant 
rate of change. It would appear that there is great 

Clusters defining 
fission

Genetic 
distance (G)*

Time
(7),
kyr

G/T

African/non-African 29.7 ±6.8 92 0.32 ± 0.07
Australian/S. E. Asian 18.4 + 3.4 >40 0.46 ± 0.09
Caucasoid/(N. E. Asian 

+ Amerind) 16.6 ±3.5 35 0.47 ± 0.10
N. E. Asian/Amerind 12.1 ± 1.8 15-35 0.81 ±0.12 

–0.35 ±0.05
N. Amerind/S. and 
C. Amerind 4.2 ±1.0 15-35 0.28 ± 0.07 

–0.12 ± 0.03

*Nei’s distances x 1000, with standard errors.

Table 2. Comparison of genetic distances and archaeological time data (after Cavalli-Sforza et al.23).
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uncertainty as to the dating of the splits. Thus this method 
of testing the assumption of constant rates of human 
genetic change can scarcely be considered reliable.

Creation scientist s would certainly question the valid
ity of the dates used and consequently this method of 
testing the assumption of constant genetic change 
throughout human history.

However, creation scientists themselves have no 
series of dates by which to test the hypothesis, the use of 
the date for the dispersion from Babel providing only one 
measure of G/T.

Thus neither evolutionists nor creationists have any 
way of knowing whether the rate of genetic change has re
mained constant throughout human history. It follows 
that this method does not provide a reliable way of testing 
the validity of the tree as its construction rests on this 
assumption.

THE SUGGESTED ROOT OF THE TREE

Where is the root of the tree to be placed?
The tree itself does not tell us where the first popula

tion came from. Such a root to the tree must be surmised. 
The greatest degree of genetic difference occurs between 
Africans and the rest of the world. This is interpreted as 
the first split, occurring before any other. Cavalli-Sforza 
goes on to assume that the first population of human 
beings lived in Africa on the basis of archaeological 
evidence. This suggests that because the oldest human 
remains are to be found in Africa the first humans evolved 
there and then migrated to other parts of the world. Cann28 
and Gould29 argue for Africa on the basis that it requires 
one less migration.

This does not accord with the biblical revelation, 
which tells us that Noah’s descendants came from the east 
to Babel, and that the dispersion to the rest of the world 
took place from there. If creationists accept the Africans/ 
rest-of-the-world split then it is nevertheless quite pos
sible for them to argue that the first human population in 
Noah’s time came from the vicinity of Mt Ararat. Nothing 
in the tree itself points to Africa. Nor would creationists 
agree that the dating of African specimens as given within 
the evolutionary framework is correct.

It may also be argued that the rate of genetic change 
was not constant for the split between Africans and the rest 
of the world. The relatively large genetic distance be
tween Africans and populations in other parts of the world 
could be explained by postulating that the genes involved 
mutated at a faster rate in African populations or vice 
versa.

POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION

The genetic tree generated by Cavalli-Sforza in 1988 
suffers from the weaknesses inherent in any attempt to 
interpret unique past events. Cavalli-Sforza is to be 

congratulated on his open recognition and discussion of 
the problems involved.

The following considerations are of particular signifi
cance to creation scientists.
1. The work of Cavalli-Sforza and his colleagues sup

ports the biblical revelation inferences that
(a) all human beings have descended from one 

population
(b)  changes have occurred in inherited human mate

rial.
2.  The tree presented is not the only one possible. It is 

the one which Cavalli-Sforza et al. consider the most 
highly probable.

3.   Conclusions relating to the past are not inherent in the 
data used to generate the genetic tree.

4.    Data used to generate the tree is incomplete.
5.  Assumptions and inferences concerning unique past 

events are an integral part of the genetic tree. The 
most important of these is the assumption that there 
has been a constant rate of change in the genes 
studied, throughout human history. There is no way 
of showing that this has been so. Thus the validity of 
the tree is open to question.

6.  The results of sophisticated statistical methods used 
to analyse the data are useless if the assumptions on 
which they rest are incorrect. The genetic tree is 
invalid if the rate of change has not been constant.

7.  Of necessity data used to generate the tree was se
lected according to the assumptions made in the 
model used. Genetic data relating to visible differ
ences between races were excluded on these grounds 
though the evidence was very doubtful. The inclusion 
of such data might considerably alter the form of the 
tree.

8.   The genetic tree does not of itself define its root, that 
is, which was the original population and where it 
came from. Interpretations of archaeological evi
dence placing the root in Africa do not accord with the 
biblical revelation, nor would creationists agree with 
dating techniques used.

THE COMPARISON OF THE GENETIC TREE 
WITH LINGUISTIC PHYLA

Cavalli-Sforza et al. have made a comparison of their 
genetic tree with linguistic classifications found in the 
works of Ruhlen, Greenberg and Shevoroshkin. They 
claim to have shown that there is a correspondence be
tween genetic clusters and linguistic phyla.30

Just as the biologists assumed that similarities in 
inherited characteristics of different populations indi
cated a common ancestry so too linguists have assumed 
that

‘. . . groups of languages that share certain system
atic resemblances have inherited those similarities 
from a common origin . . .’31
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Thus the term ‘genetic’ is applied to both types of 
classification.

Since 1950 there has been renewed interest in the 
genetic classification of languages, and the principles 
developed are now regarded as valid for the entire human 
population.32

THE GENETIC LINGUISTIC MODEL 
DEVELOPED WITHIN AN 

EVOLUTIONARY FRAMEWORK

The linguistic model developed on this basis was ex
panded to fit into the broader framework of the evolution
ary world view. In general outline it suggested that at 
some time in the distant past the evolutionary ancestors of 
human beings chanced to develop the power of speech. 
How, when or why is unknown though various surmises 
have been made.

Many different languages may have developed over 
a period of time only to become extinct, leaving one domi
nant language. Present day and extinct languages for 
which records are available developed from this. Human 
beings speaking this language moved out from a nuclear 
area, rapidly spreading to cover the whole earth, replac
ing previously existing populations such as the Neander
thals of Southern Europe. Over a period of time changes 
in the original language took place accentuated by geo
graphical isolation and new languages developed. These 
in time gave rise to the proto-languages from which the 
present day families of languages came.

It is assumed that all languages of which we have 
knowledge are related, some more closely than others. By 
grouping languages together on the basis of word/mean
ing similarities it is possible to determine such relation
ships. The terms family and phylum are applied inter
changeably to such groupings and still larger groupings 
may be called superphyla. It is possible to reconstruct the 
proto-language from which such families/phyla origi
nated.33,34,35

Such a model has not been easily accepted for as 
Ruhlen points out

‘. . . scholars supporting either monogenesis or the 
relatability of all languages run the risk of being 
branded Creationists and of therefore having their 
work disregarded by colleagues. Although these 
questions have been considered by many to be beyond 
the pale of scientific investigation, there are indica
tions that this stone wall of opposition is beginning to 
crumble and future consolidation of some of the 
(family) groups . . . is likely.’36

THE CREATIONIST VIEWPOINT — 
FACTS KNOWN BY REVELATION

At the present time there is no fully developed system
atic theory of linguistics based on creationist presupposi

tions. Any theory that might be developed would be based 
on the biblical revelation found in chapters 1, 10 and 11 
of Genesis. The following points have been revealed and 
are accepted as fact.
1.   God created human beings in His own image and gave 

them the power of speech.
2.  The people living on the earth when the Tower of 

Babel was built were the descendants of Noah’s sons 
Shem, Ham, and Japheth. They all spoke the same 
language.

3.  God confused the language of the people living in 
Babel so that they could not understand one another’s 
speech.

4.  Because of the language confusion the people of 
Babel were scattered abroad over the face of all the 
earth. They lived
‘In their different tribes and countries, each group 
speaking its own language.’ (Genesis 10:5,20,31. 
Good News Bible)
In the days immediately following this dispersion in

herited similarities (synonymous with tribes) and lan
guage went hand in hand.

QUESTIONS ARISING FROM 
THE REVELATION FACTS

Various questions arise from the facts presented in the 
biblical revelation. We might well ask:

*    What was the original language?
*    Has it survived in any form today?
*   Did the new languages which arose bear any re

semblance to the original language?
*   Were there any similarities between the new lan

guages which arose?
The biblical revelation says nothing about the nature 

of the original language, whether or not it persisted after 
the confusion, whether there was any connection between 
it and the new languages, or between these new languages 
themselves. Nor does it say anything about further 
changes which took place within the new languages. In 
the light of the story of the Tower of Babel it seems highly 
likely that all languages are derived from an original lan
guage, yet without revelation the answers to these ques
tions must of necessity be speculation.

A time frame is also suggested. Assuming there are 
no gaps in the genealogical lists in Genesis chapters 5 and 
11, the confusion of tongues at Babel took place about 
2,000 years after the creation. Since the Bible does not 
support a date for creation earlier than 10,000 bc the de
velopment of new languages and the dispersion of the 
tribes from Babel probably occurred no earlier than 
8,000 BC.37
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Language

Word

one two three head eye ear nose mouth tooth

A Swedish en tvo tre hyvud øga øra næsa mun tand
Dutch ēn tvē drī hōft ōx ōr nø̄s mont tant
English wən tuw θrij hɛd aj ijr nowz mawθ tuwθ
German ajns tsvaj draj kopf augə ōr nāze munt tsān

B French œ͂/æ͂ dø tRwa tɛt      œj     ɔRɛj ne buš dᾶ
Italian uno due tre tɛsta ok̅jo orek̅jo naso bok̅a dɛnte
Spanish uno dos tres kabesa oxo orexa naso boka djente
Rumanian un doj trej kap okj ureke nas gurə dinte

C Polish jeden dva tši glova oko uxo nos usta zõp
Russian adin dva tri galava oko uxo nos rot zup
Bulgarian edin dva tri glava oko uxo nos usta zəb

D Finnish yksi kaksi kolme pǣ silmæ korva nenæ sū ham̅as
Estonian yks kaks kolm pea silm korv nina sū ham̅as

E Basque bat bi hiryr byry begi belari sydyr aho orts

Table 3. Comparative vocabulary of European languages (after Ruhlen39).

POINTS OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
CREATIONISTS AND EVOLUTIONISTS

Creationists and genetic linguists working within an 
evolutionary framework agree on a number of issues.

Both would accept the evidence that similarities exist 
between present day languages.

Both would agree that conclusions relating to relation
ships between present and past languages are not inherent 
in these similarities.

Both are conscious that explanations relating to lan
guage relationships involve assumptions and interpreta
tions which need to be recognized. All conclusions based 
on them need to be treated with caution as these deal with 
unique past events.

Assuming that changes have occurred in the original 
languages spoken by the tribes after the confusion at 
Babel, creationists would agree that present day languages 
have developed from a group of languages (called proto- 
languages) spoken in the past. However, the time frame 
involved would be considered to be very much shorter 
than that proposed by evolutionists.

Creationists would also admit the possibility that these 
languages came from an original language.

Provided that traces of relationship between lan
guages still remain and can be recognized, creationists 
would expect that closely related populations would speak

related languages. The work of Cavalli-Sforza and his 
colleagues is being closely examined as it appears to lend 
support to such a prediction.

AN EXAMINATION OF THE GENETIC 
LINGUISTIC MODEL 

Data
1. Word lists of basic vocabulary items are collected 

from languages covering a broad geographical area. 
These items may be
‘either lexical (e.g. “hand”, “sky”, “red”, “go") or 
grammatical (e.g. plural, past tense, masculine)’.38

2.   Ruhlen’s Table 1:139 (see Table 3) compares vocabu
lary of some European languages, but similar data 
could be compiled for other language groups 
throughout the world.

3.  Greenberg reported in a public lecture that he had 
noticed a number of roots common to various lan
guage groups (see Table 4).40 Forty-five similar 
global etymologies were suggested by Bengtson in an 
unpublished article in 1986.41

4.   Languages change overtime. This is indicated by old 
manuscripts and inscriptions.42 In general it may be 
said that the speakers of a language would no longer 
be intelligible to those who had spoken that same 
language 500 years previously.
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5.  Where no written records exist oral poetry and sacred 
chants may preserve archaic features of the lan
guage.43

6.   Change does not necessarily occur at the same rate in 
different languages.44

7. ‘. . . human languages spoken, say, 5,000 years 
ago . . . did not differ in any fundamental way from 
contemporary languages,’45

8.  There are no ‘missing links’ connecting speech as we 
know it with more ‘primitive’ communication sys
tems.46

HOW THE DATA IS USED

Joseph Greenberg is in the vanguard of the present 
genetic linguistic approach to language classification. 

‘According to Greenberg (1957:42–43), the oldest 
and still “the swiftest and surest method” is the com
parison of basic vocabulary for a large number of 
languages, from some broad geographic area.’47 
Comparison of these word lists leads to the grouping 

of most of the languages into genetic units. When these 
units are compared among themselves less startling but 
nevertheless significant resemblances are discerned be
tween them.

SOME PROBLEMS WITH THE MODEL

In determining relationships between languages and 

language groupings certain questions must be asked.
*    Are the assumptions valid?
*  To what extent have assumptions influenced the 

choice of data?
*     How much data is missing?
*     Is the data reliable?
*   Have the correct inferences been drawn from the 

available data?
*   Does the data support the predictions? 
Obviously in no situation is it possible to gather all the

relevant facts. Furthermore, when dealing with unique 
past events it is possible for variations to exist in assump
tions, interpretations and inferences made by different 
people with different viewpoints. Problems are to be ex
pected. Some are listed below.
1.   Assumptions dictate selection of data.

The basic assumption of the genetic linguistic theory 
limits the data used to similarities occurring between 
languages. Language differences are ignored in 
determining relationships.

2.   Items in basic vocabulary are not necessarily the same 
from language to language. Thus a direct comparison 
between languages is often limited to a comparatively 
few words.

3.   The record is incomplete.
(a)  Where written records do exist these are used to 

determine the process of language change. 
Comparison with other languages allows word/ 
meaning similarities to be detected. However, 

Phylum Form(s) Meaning Source*

Nilo-Saharan tok~tek~dik ‘one’ Greenberg (1963)
(South) Caucasian tit-i ‘finger’ Gamkrelidze (1984)

tito ‘single’ Gamkrelidze (1984)
Indo-European *d(e)ik ‘to point’
Uralic ik~odik~γtik ‘one’ Collinder (1977)
Ainu tek ‘hand’
Japanese te ‘hand’
Eskimo-Aleut tik(-eq) (Esk.) ‘index finger’

tik(-laq)(AI.) ‘middle finger’
Sino-Tibetan *tik ‘one’ Benedict (1976)
Yeniseian *tok ‘finger’ Bengtson (1986)
Miao-Yao *ntoʔ ‘finger’ Benedict (1975)

Austroasiatic *tiʔ ‘hand, arm’ Benedict (1975)
Austro-Tai *diaɳ ‘finger, point’ Benedict (1975)
Indo-Pacific tong~tang~teng ‘finger, hand, arm’ Greenberg (1971)
Na-Dene tlek~tikhi~łaq, (ka-)tleek~ ‘one’

tłʔeq~(ka-)tliki ‘finger’
Amerind tik ‘finger’ Greenberg (1987)

*  Where no source is cited Ruhlen found the forms himself in various standard dictionaries.

Table 4. A possible global etymology (after Greenberg 1976, as cited by Ruhlen40).
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the sequence of change is not always self-evi
dent. Records may be damaged or incomplete.

(b) Those records which are available reach no 
further into the past than 5,000 years ago. On the 
basis of this model a minimum of 95,000 years in 
the history of language exists for which no rec
ords are available.

(c) There are no written records for many present 
day and extinct languages.

4.    Reliability of data.
The information used in documenting previously un
recorded languages usually comes from a relatively 
small number of people who may not represent the 
group as a whole.48

5.  Interpretation in determining language relationships. 
A considerable degree of interpretation is involved in 
determining what are to be considered as word/ 
meaning similarities between languages. Such inter
pretation involves the probable changes which have 
taken place in words using written records from the 
past where these are available. According to Robin
son and Van Coetsem luck and inspiration both play 
a part in such interpretation.49

6.  Word/meaning similarities between languages do not 
necessarily indicate relationship but may be the result 
of chance, sound symbolism or borrowing. Genetic 
linguists are well aware of such possibilities and use 
various means to detect them.50

7. Taxonomic ambiguities, disputes and uncertainties 
are involved in compiling a genetic linguistic classi
fication scheme. Ruhlen has recognized these and 
outlined them in his discussion of family groups. A 
detailed account is to be found in chapters 2–6 of his 
book, A Guide to the World’s Languages. Volume 
1: Classification.

8. How long do traces of relationship between lan
guages last?
According to Cavalli-Sforza et al.,
‘Genetic data indicate that most human linguistic 
phyla known today must have arisen approximately
25,000 to 8,000 years ago, while Khoisan, Indopacific 
and Australian arose perhaps 30,000 to 50,000 years 
ago. In contrast, modern humans are more than
100,000 years old.’51

These dates are dependent upon the accuracy of the 
dates given for the genetic tree. As previously dis
cussed, time factors are not inherent in the genetic 
tree. They have been superimposed upon it using ar
chaeological data and the assumption of constant rate 
of change, both of which are questioned by creation 
scientists.
Is it reasonable to suggest that word/meaning simi
larities indicate that relationships between languages 
date so far back into the past? 50,000 years is a very 
long time for similarities to persist. The problem is 
that there is no way of testing the idea. Written

languages go back no further than 5,000 years, while 
mathematical calculations rely on a constant rate of 
language change, something which is known to be 
variable, at least within historical times.

9. The general theory of evolution would suggest that 
languages evolve. It would be reasonable to expect 
that some languages are more advanced than others. 
Yet despite considerable differences between lan
guage groups no present-day linguist is prepared to 
define a basis on which one language or language 
group may be considered more ‘advanced’ than an
other.
‘In some ill-defined sense linguists consider all hu
man languages currently spoken to be “equal”,’52 
Such an approach is no doubt the result of social 

pressures and a certain reaction against nineteenth cen
tury evolutionary theory which defined native peoples 
and consequently their languages as inferior to European 
languages and in more recent times to the Nazi use of this 
theory to argue that the Aryan languages were superior to 
the Semitic group.

COMPARISON OF THE GENETIC TREE 
WITH LINGUISTIC CLASSIFICATIONS

Cavalli-Sforza et al. have superimposed three genetic 
linguistic classifications onto their genetic tree.

The first classification scheme used was that drawn 
up by Ruhlen. He divided the 5,000 languages of the 
world into 17 phyla (16 of which are indicated). There has 
been growing awareness that a definite relationship exists 
between the European and Asiatic languages. This clas
sification makes no attempt to unite them beyond recog
nizing the generally accepted Indo-European phylum.53

The second classification scheme of Soviet linguists 
recognizes this relationship and unites 6 of Ruhlen’s phyla 
(and suggests the possibility of a seventh) within a super
phylum known as Nostratic.54

The third classification, proposed by Greenberg, sub
sumes 5 of Ruhlen’s phyla calling the new superphylum 
Eurasiatic. Eurasiatic does not completely correspond 
with Nostratic, only three of Ruhlen’s phyla incorporated 
within Nostratic being the same as those in Eurasiatic. 
Ruhlen does not deny that such grouping is possible but 
believes that further research is necessary to define the 
bounds of Eurasiatic.55

DISCUSSION OF THIS COMPARISON 
AND INFERENCES DRAWN FROM IT

In discussing the results Cavalli-Sforza et al. make the 
following points.

1.  16 of 17 families or phyla proposed by Ruhlen were 
used. Caucasian is missing as there was insufficient 
genetic data.56

2.   ‘. . . every linguistic phylum corresponds to only one
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of six major genetic clusters defined by the tree.’57 
There are six exceptions.

3. ‘The correspondence between linguistic phyla and 
genetic clusters shows that they have similar origins, 
but phyla, being contained in the clusters, must have 
developed later. This suggests a time frame for their 
origin.’58

4. ‘It is most striking that the union of Eurasiatic and 
Nostratic, with the Amerind extension, includes all 
and only, the languages spoken in our major Northeu- 
rasian cluster, with the exception of Na-dene, the 
origin of which is less clear.’59

ARE THESE CONCLUSIONS WARRANTED? 
SOME PUBLISHED CRITICISMS

O’Grady et al. offered criticism of the genetic/lin
guistic tree in a letter written to the editor of Science in 
March 1989.60 Some of the points which they made are 
given below, though the numbering system used does not 
correspond with that of the letter. It was considered that:
1.  The six exceptions were significant.
2.  The use of a linguistic basis to delimit six populations 

increased the appearance of correspondence.
3.  Seven of the linguistic phyla were each uniquely as

sociated with a single population and would conse
quently be in agreement with any tree.

4.    Five of the remaining nine phyla supported the tree.
5.  The remaining four phyla did not support the tree. 

They occurred in populations belonging to non-con
tiguous clusters.

REPLY BY CAVALLI-SFORZA ET AL. 
TO THESE CRITICISMS 

Two objections unanswered
In reply61 Cavalli-Sforza et al. did not attempt to 

answer the criticism that six of the populations used in the 
genetic section of the tree were linguistically defined thus 
creating a bias towards correspondence. Nor was any 
rebuttal offered to the objection that seven of the corre
spondences between linguistic phyla and genetic clusters 
would fit equally well on any genetic tree. This is a serious 
weakness especially in view of the fact that the genetic 
tree presented is only one of many possibilities. This 
reduces the number of significant correspondences quite 
markedly.

Exceptions Defended
They did however, defend the six exceptions cited by 

O’Grady et al. and used by them to eliminate a further four 
phyla from correspondence. In this respect they felt that 

‘These are amply justified by language substitutions. 
Major genetic admixtures between groups are asso
ciated with some of these exceptions; as populations 

speaking different languages merge, genes mix well, 
while only one language prevails (albeit it with some 
borrowing or the partial survival of another language 
in some areas).’62

It would indeed be remarkable if such genetic mixing 
and language substitution had not taken place in some in
stances. Such exceptions are to be expected on the basis 
of the model itself.

HOW SIGNIFICANT ARE 
THESE EXCEPTIONS?

Nevertheless such exceptions do not support the con
clusion that every linguistic phylum belongs to only one 
of six major genetic clusters.

Four linguistic phyla are involved. O’Grady et al. are 
correct in saying that each occurs in populations belong
ing to non-contiguous clusters. Do these phyla show 
significant correspondence if the explanation given by 
Cavalli-Sforza et al. is accepted as correct?

Upon examination it is seen that one phylum is repre
sented by three populations.
(a)  Two of these support the conclusion.
(b)  One does not support the conclusion.

Its correspondence with the tree may be considered to 
be significant.

However, each of the three remaining phyla is repre
sented by
(a)  only one population which supports the conclusion 
(b)  one population which does not support the conclusion 

These three phyla then must join the other seven as 
being equally at home on any form of the tree, making a 
total of ten phyla whose correspondence with the tree 
lacks significance.

APPARENT CORRESPONDENCE 
MARKEDLY REDUCED

Thus, of a total of sixteen of Ruhlen’s phyla matched 
to the genetic tree only six can be considered to show sig
nificant correspondence with the six genetic clusters. 
Even if it is accepted that the structure of the genetic tree 
is reliable, this level of significant correspondence is 
small.

IS IT POSSIBLE FOR CREATION SCIENTISTS 
TO USE THE GENETIC TREE?

The points below concerning the genetic tree and its 
comparison with linguistic phyla have been listed for the 
consideration of creation scientists. Some of these were 
given in the discussion about the genetic section of the tree 
but are repeated to give an overall view of the position.
1. The following predictions made by creation scientists 

on the basis of the biblical revelation are supported by 
the work of Cavalli-Sforza and his colleagues. 
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(a)  All human beings should be genetically related.
(b) Changes would be expected to have occurred in 

human genetic material.
(c) Assuming that changes have occurred in the 

original languages spoken by the tribes after the 
confusion at Babel, present day languages have 
developed from these languages.

(d)  Assuming that traces of relationship between lan
guages still remain and can be recognized, 
closely related populations should speak related 
languages.

(e)  Assuming that present day languages are derived 
from an original language then traces of that 
language might still be present.

2. The genetic tree and its comparison with linguistic 
phyla should be used by creation scientists with the 
utmost caution. It must be remembered that
(a)  it is one of many different possibilities.
(b) it shows genetic distances for a narrow range of 

characteristics between populations.
(c) a large genetic distance between populations 

does not necessarily mean that those populations 
have been separated for a longer period of time 
than those showing closer relationship. The rate 
of genetic change has not necessarily been con
stant.

(d)  a time frame is not inherent in the tree.
(e) linguistic phyla matched to populations are not 

necessarily correct. Ruhlen’s classification 
scheme used as a comparison with the genetic tree 
is of necessity presented as though taxonomic 
ambiguities, disputes and uncertainties concern
ing the scheme do not exist when in fact they do.

(f) the apparent correspondence between related 
population groups and linguistic phyla is signifi
cantly reduced when it is realized that only six of 
the 16 phyla used as a comparison with the tree 
show significant correspondence with that par
ticular tree.

3. The biblical revelation gives a limited amount of in
formation about the populating of the earth by the de
scendants of the eight people who survived the cata
strophic universal Flood, the confusion of their lan
guage and their consequent dispersal throughout the 
world. Any attempt by creation scientists to recon
struct events beyond this revelation is open to the 
same type of criticism as that levelled at the genetic/ 
linguistic tree in this article. No matter how sophis
ticated the methodology used, in the final analysis it 
is mere speculation.
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